On the sixth of November,
1995, Art Modell, 51%owner
of the Cleveland
Browns,
self-described
NFL "mover
and shaker: announced
he
was moving the Browns to
Baltimore. with that, he
shook the city of
Cleveland
as no one ever
had before...
he news conferencefrom a

T

sun-soaked Baltimore plaza
on that bright, cloudless day,
was the culmination of an
historic weekend. It revealed
an agreement for a franchise
shift that seemed as bizarre and bewildering as it was sudden. In an era of sports
where fans have grown used to just about
anything, this may have been the exception. The ensuing reaction augured a period of unprecedented protest, the effects of
which are only now beginning to be sorted
out.
The deed, Art Modell decreed, had
been done. "1 had no choice," he said.
There was no going back. Modell had
agreed to move the Browns to Baltimore in
exchange for the promise of a new stadium; the estimated cost: $200 million,
which would be paid for by the Maryland
Stadium Authority (but borne by the taxpayers of the state), and the potentially
lucrative revenues from the sports world's
latest Faustian bargain, namely PSLs
(Personal Seat Licenses).
Other details included the assignment
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of all parking, concession, and of course,
ticket revenues to Modell, whose team will
occupy the new stadium rent-free. Also
included in the package are provisions to
pay legal fees for the team's battle to move,
and various other related expenditures,
such as franchise relocation fees. The total
dollar amount of the deal has entered popular legend at roughly $300 million.
A crucial part of the deal is the $75
million in PSL money. The Personal Seat
Licenses (also cal1ed Permanent Seat
Licenses)-which will be required to be
purchased by Baltimore fans merely to
have the right to buy a season ticket-are
the exponential uplift that Modell and
other NFLowners have seized upon as their
pathway to personal financial salvation (or
in Modell's case, solvency). For it is the $75
million in upfront money-the Browns
will begin selling PSLs some two to three
years before the projected new stadium will
be ready for play-that will go toward the
downsizing of the Browns' debt ($400 million according to Modell).
The city of Cleveland had proposedalthough it is hotly disputed by Modell

that they ever proposed anything-a financial package that essentially offered a total
of $175 million for a renovation of
Cleveland Municipal Stadium, which has
been the home of the Browns for their
entire existence. Modell's scorn for this
dowry broke down into two clear objections: first, no proposal had actually been
made, one had only been hinted at. And
second, there was no way the city could or
would actually do what it had hinted at.
No one quite realized the extent to which
Modell felt jilted until they saw Maryland
Governor Parris Glendening waving a document in the air and saying, "1 have a
signed agreement from the Browns to
move to Baltimore."
Baltimore thus became the other pole
on the axis of financial and emotional turbulence which has not only further twisted
the franchise landscape in professional
sports, but which may have fully ushered
in the new age of franchise roulette.
Baltimore has long known, having
lost the Colts to Indianapolis, wha.
Cleveland only now realizes: that marriages between team and city are no longer

I
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lifelong. That indeed such marriages are
temporary, perhaps even ethereal. Be that
as it may, Baltimore's p<linat losing a franchise and its desire to regain one have certainly been very real.
Make no mistake: this is a tale of emotion-the
white-hot rage of wronged
Cleveland fans, and its twin companion,
deep depression. Combine this with the
ambivalent distaste Baltimore fans feel
mixed in with their joy at getting a long
sought after football team. They did not
want to take someone else's team as theirs
had been taken. Only the smirking, gloating Gov. Glendening and the pseudo-sincere John Moag, Jr. of the Maryland
Stadium Authority dared maintain that
this was not the case.
In June, 1995, Mike Brown, owner of
the Cincinnati Bengals (and son of the late
coaching founder of the Cleveland Browns,
the legendary Paul Brown), made public
his turndown of what later proved to be
the same terms that had been offered to
him by Baltimore to move his Bengals
there, inadvertently opening the gate for
Modell and the Browns. What is striking is

that the main pursuer
appears to have been the
Browns, not the city of
Baltimore.
Faced with the expiration
of the special provision for
monies to be appropriated for the purpose of building a football stadium, and
thus gaining an NFL franchise by the end
of the year 1995, Maryland officials must
have acutely felt time was of the essence
after the Bengals turned them down. Art
Modell, at the same time, had come to feel
that with rapidly escalating costs of doing
business for his franchise, with its pressing
debt load, (and, in his bleak view, the
unlikely possibility of turning this situation around in Cleveland), that the summer of '95 was the time to seriously explore
talks with Baltimore-in secret.
The first meetings, according to a
story in the ClevelandPlain Dealer,did not
even involve Modell directly. Instead, his
close friend and business partner, billionaire Alfred Lerner, met on Modell's behalf
with John Moag of the Maryland Stadium
Authority. The July 28,1995 meeting at the

Baltimore/Washington
International Airport was followed
by another exploratory meeting
on September 6. Finally, on
September 18, Modell met directly
with Moag in New York, at which
time they began the process of
actually moving toward an agreement.
Midsummer and early fall were
a strange time in Cleveland.
Modell had made unusual public
comments to out-of-town media
at a Browns' summer practice at
Cleveland Stadium, mentioning
that he would actually prefer a
new suburban stadium, rather
than the renovation plan the city
was considering. What struck
Clevelanders as especially odd was
that Modell, by all public
accounts, had been the one who'd
initially proposed the renovation
of Cleveland Stadium rather than
opting for new construction. But
there was another, more striking
portent.
Along with the backdrop of
the intermittent news about
the Browns' stadium renovation talks and lease negotiations-with
the sense
that there was plenty of
time to resolve their stadium problems (the
lease ran through
1998)-the
summer
was dominated on the
sports pages by the
Cleveland
Indians,
who were demolishing
the American League
on the way to their
first
World
Series
appearance in 41 years.
While their former landr lord, Art Modell, publicly
claimed to be happy for
the Indians and the city,
that glittering jewel, Jacobs
Field, and the nightly sellouts
therein, might well have had a profound effect on Modell's decision.
Modell was all too well aware the city
had built, in the last couple of years, Jacobs
Field for the Indians, Gund Arena for the
Cavaliers, the Rock 'N' Roll Hall of Fame,
and a new science museum. Over $500 million had been committed to these projects,
and while he had publicly said he had been
content to wait his turn for the Browns, the
situation may have rankled him more than
most suspected.
On Thursday night, October 26,1995,
Jim Thome's mammoth eighth-inning
home-run-bounding
out of Jacobs Field
onto Eagle Avenue-ensured the Indians'
5-4 victory in game five of the World
Series. Orel Hershiser had pitched a dazzling game, yielding only two runs on five
hits in eight innings pitched against the
Braves. And although the Atlanta Braves
would win the sixth game and a World
Championship, that loss would be prefig-
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ured by an even more permanent loss. In
attendance that night at Jacobs Field was
Art Modell.
On Friday, October 27, Modell signed
the agreement with the Maryland Stadium
Authority at the Baltimore Airport, signing
away the Browns. Talksbetween the city of
Cleveland and Mayor Michael R. White's
office had cooled, with most of their more
recent communication consisted of letters
exchanged between White and Modellbut even this was not yet public knowledge. What seemed to loom large on
Tuesday, November 7, was the upcoming
countywide referendum for an extension
of the alcohol and tobacco tax, geared to
fund roughly half the proposed stadium
renovation ($87 million of $175 million).
The fans had no idea their vote would be
consigned to a never-never land located
somewhere in the hell zone between politics and pro football.
Between the time of the signing of the
agreement and its public exposure, the
Indians had been defeated in the World
Series and treated to a love-in at a down-

town rally. It was not until Thursday,
November 2, that strong, persistent

Art ModelltellsCarl
Banksto getupand
startpacking.
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rumors began to surface that the Browns
were going to move to Baltimore. Until
that day, most fans and media had
assumed some kind of ongoing negotiations were proceeding behind the scenes
between the city and the team. And, after
all, hadn't Modell publicly promised that
he would never move the Browns? Yet,
Modell had also issued that summer a curious "moratorium" on stadium renovation
talks.
Friday, November 3: Modell's hoarse
voice could be heard croaking through various local radio interviews, confirming that
the rumors were true, and that there was
"no turning back." Outraged reaction from
the fans was swift, even after partial digestion of the news. City officials claimed they
were taken by surprise, and
planned their response, a lawsuit. They would fight, and
the fans would fight. But,
that weekend, there was
f first and foremost a football
game to be played.
.
Sunday, November 5, a
day punctuated by
both
sunshine
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and gray skies. In the minds of Browns'
fans the weather was not mixed, it was simply dark. The Browns had a 4-4 record
entering that week 10 game against the
Oilers at Cleveland Stadium. Although
they had just come off an improbable overtime victory, 29-26, at Cincinnati the week
before, a thick mood of disbelief and even
shock was the only thing anyone was feeling. The Browns, able to score a lone
touchdown and a field goal, sleepwalked
their way through the game as the Oilers,
who had already announced their intended move to Nashville, took them apart in
every conceivable way to win 37-10. As
the game went on, the Browns' play grew
even more ragged; they repeatedly turned
the ball over and rookie quarterback Eric
Zeier's mistakes earmarked the team's horrid play.
Not that the season, up to that point,
hadn't been painful enough. But it was a
routine kind of painful for the fans.
Considering that even the 11-5 season in
'94-the first and only winning year under
the siege of then-coach Bill Belichick-had
brought the fans no joy. While segments of
the local and national media had predicted
that the Browns would win the AFC
Championship and gain a Super Bowl
berth in the '95 season, most fans did not
buy into this fantasy.
The season, as usual, had been
marked by curious personnel decisions.
Tackles Michael Dean Perry and James
Jones were allowed to depart, eviscerating
the Browns' defense in the middle.
Receiving and return threat Eric Metcalf,
whom the Browns had never figured out
how to use properly, was dispatched in a
draft-swap with the Falcons. But the most
controversial move was the signing of
troublesome free agent wide receiver
Andre Rison for $17 million (including the
signing bonus). Rison soon became the
carcinogenic agent for the sickness that
plagued the team's play.
When the Browns promptly dropped
their opener at New England, 17-14, the
concern was ameliorated by three straight
wins, one of which was a 35-17 victory
over Kansas City, a legitimate playoff team.
This was followed by a Monday night loss
at home to the Bills, 22-19, in which the
expected problems re-surfaced, and the
Browns were on their way down. A 38-20
loss in Detroit, then a stunning 23-15
defeat at the hands of the expansion
Jacksonville Jaguars (at home, and after
two weeks to prepare via a bye week).
The Browns were having trouble moving the ball, more trouble scoring, and
even more trouble stopping teams. Teams
ran where Perry had been, and exploited
the Browns' slow linebacking corps. Vinny
Testaverde, who had decent stats, was
benched amid controversy. The offensive
line, which had been good the year before,
could not produce a running game.
Belichick gave his standard minimalist
responses to legitimate media questions,
always with the patronizing air of an omniCONTINUEDON PAGE176
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responses to legitimate media questions,
always with the patronizing air of an omniscient seer.
What the fans had long wanted in
Cleveland was to get rid of Belichick, and it
was not simply a "the coach must go"
movement, it was much more widely and
deeply felt than that. What had begun as a
sentiment had grown to a conviction, then
finally a burnished passion.
For many fans, it reached that stage
on Monday, November 8,1993: After a 2914 defeat by the Denver Broncos the day
before, the Browns announced at a press
conference that Bernie Kosar had been
released by the team. Citing the now
famous "diminishing skills" argument, Art
Modell and Bill Belichick put forth a united front in the sacking of the man who had
become arguably the most popular athlete
in Cleveland sports history. And while the
team had fallen to a 5-3 record (it would
finish the season at 7-9), and Kosar's skills
were clearly diminishing, he had some
good moments in the season prior to being
benched for Vinny Testaverde.
Most fans were especially outraged by
the classless way in which Kosar's release
was handled. Whatever trust, whatever
thin bond had remained between the
Modell/Belichick regime and the fans had
been completely destroyed.
Why was Bernie Kosar, an admittedly
good but not great quarterback, so popu-

lar-moreso than any Hall of Farner on the
Browns? Jim Brown, Otto Graham-better
players-had nowhere near the affection or
adulation that Kosar evoked. Even Brian
Sipe, the spirited leader of the "Kardiac
Kids" team, was not beloved to the same
extent. To know why, you'd have to know
about Cleveland, and know about Bernie
Kosar.
Cleveland is a mixture of diverse,
hard-working, blue-collar people who take
football ultra-seriously. Tradition runs
deep: football is, as they say, in the blood.
The origins of the pro game and the Hall of
Fame are close-by in Canton, Ohio. And
when college superstar quarterback Bernie
Kosar from nearby Boardman (near
Youngstown), had voiced his desire to play
for the Browns after graduating from the
University of Miami early, well, Cleveland
fans were clearly smitten. Bernie talked,
thought and played like one of them.
Extremely intelligent, Bernie still had that
unpolished Cleveland blue-collar syntax,
and the sight of him sticking his gangly
frame out in front of an onrushing lineman and flinging the ball downfield, that
sealed it. LTV Steel workers from Parma
loved him; Ford workers from Garfield
Heights swore by him; and white-collar
workers downtown, whose fathers most
likely once worked in the mills and factories, warmly embraced him. He was a daring winner who reciprocated Cleveland's
love, and was taking the team places it
hadn't been in a long time. And even as

the '90s dawned and the Browns fade...
and Kosar suffered injuries, there was s::...
this hope. Kosar gave whatever he ~
Bernie was not only football in Cleve}a:)...
for many Browns'
fans, Bernie ~ ~
Cleveland itself.
But even the betrayal of Kosar had

-

precedence: the January, 1963 firing
Paul Brown, then-coach and founder of =.,"
Cleveland Browns, by Art Modell. It was ~
event considered so shocking and
craven by fans, that the shock of it .iJ...
been handed down from fathers to scm
producing an almost genetic distrust
Modell.
Who is Art Modell and how did ..~
find himself in the position of unseafu:.;r
one of pro .football's titanic figures? Mode'..
is a former television and advertising executive from New York City (Brooklyn
Borough Park), who worked his way I;r
from financial hardship to purchase Lbo:
Browns in March of '61. Modell, then 3.5
years old, who had never been ,,~
Cleveland, put together a group to P'"=chase the Browns for just under $4 millioc
at the time an extraordinary price for a pr:'"'
football team. Modell is said to have ha.:
$28,000 of his own money in the deal.
Modell stayed in the background a'
first, acutely aware of the perception tr
Clevelanders that he was an "outsider.
and worse yet, a New Yorker.But it wasn .
too long before he began publicly pro~
ing championships (something that PaBrown said nearly destroyed the Browm:
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Ghosts, memories and
echoes: Cleveland Stadium.
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efforts on the field). Even an
actual championship in /64
did not take away the hurt
over Brown's dismissal.
What Modell and his
defenders
have
never
acknowledged is the longterm, overall downward tilt
of the franchise's winning
record sjnce the glory days of
the 1950s. The Browns, once
the football equivalent of the
New York Yankees, Boston
Celtics
or
Montreal
Canadiens, had become a
modern-day shambles.
Such was the state of
affairs last November, when
Modell stood out against the
innocent, becalmed blue sky
of Baltimore and revealed
what he had done, and what
he'd become. But the fans
weren't looking for historical
perspective. They were ready
to mobilize for action.
They took to the streets,
the phones, the faxes. They
marched, they protested. The k
overwhelming majority of r',
the protest remained nonviolent, although decidedly
colorful.
There came a deluge of
phone
calls
and
the I
avalanche of letters to the
NFL, an open war of public
pressure, a fight which stirred
fans across the nation. Legal
opinion surrounding
the
city's lawsuit suggested it had
a strong case. So when firebrand Mayor Michael White
negotiated a settlement with
the NFL just prior to the
February 12 scheduled trial date, many
fans felt let down, outraged and, again,
betrayed. What, they wondered, had all
the fighting been for?
Art Modell, it seemed, had gotten
everything he wanted: he got the team; he
got to move to Baltimore; and he secured
the promise of a new, lucrative deal which
would vault him into the financial upper
reaches of NFL ownership. He maintained
that he decided to give up the name, colors, and franchise history of his own volition. (In fact, it's now official that the
"new" team will be called the Baltimore
Ravens. Thank you, Edgar Allan Poe.)
Odd how Browns' fans were regarded
as sentimental for fighting for their team
but cynical, ungrateful, for not liking the
realpolitik of the NFL's deal. Which is as
follows: Cleveland must build a brand-new
stadium (this is not optional). The NFL
promises to advance from $28-$48 million
for this purpose, which will be reimbursed
via the sale of PSLs.Cleveland gets to keep
the name "Browns," the colors, and the
history of the team. The franchise, the
NFL maintains, stays in Cleveland. (What
then, you might be asking, moved to
Baltimore?) A "minor" part of the deal178
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is franchise shifts, it behooves us to lend an
But what does he mean Cleveland
~ "lost"? Why, they can fill those pumpkin-

~ ear.

i

helmets
with someBrowns
hulking(after
studs,a
= colored
call them
the Cleveland
respectful hiatus), and send them out to
continue the tradition. Right? Wrong. The
football tradition has been broken, severed.
The real Browns will be in Baltimore or
nowhere. They most certainly as hell won't
be in Cleveland. What was built here and
nurtured-maintained
despite the erratic
ownership of Art Modell not because of
it-will become memory, strong or weak,
but memory is all it will become.
Now for the existential part: what
happened in Cleveland is coming soon to a
town near you, if it hasn't already. It happened in Oakland-and
Baltimore, St.
Louis, Los Angeles.
In 1986, David Harris presciently
noted this trend in his landmark book The
League:The Rise and Declineof the NFL. He
painstakingly detailed the. actions of the
owners as they positioned themselves for
these
moves.
He called
it the
"SuperStadium game," and the prominent
players in the book were Al Davis, Pete
Rozelle, Robert Irsay, the cities of Los
Angeles, Baltimore, Oakland, and, oh yes,
Cleveland. One of the most prominent
players-ardent defender of league tradition, self-proclaimed upholder of NFL values, and point man against, especially, Al
Davis in Davis' attempt to move the
Raidersto LA-was Art Modell. Somehow it
all makes beautiful sense.
It is something like Nietzsche's eternal
return, this all-roads-Iead-to-Modell phenomenon. It is all Modell. His legacy is
well-earned, his place in history extremely
secure. His pattern of building up, then
tearing down; his rash acts and impulsive
outbursts; his seething anger: these are the
there will be no football in Cleveland for things generations yet unborn will speak
at least three years. Fans who have ques- of. His life has been a paean to the art of
destruction.
tioned this deal are regarded as unrealistic
Modell's widely-admired friend Sam
and disloyal by much of the media herd
in the city, but most fans view the deal as Rutigliano, Brooklyn born ex-Browns'coach
one they hate yet have no real choice but who still has a home in the Cleveland area,
told the media, "If you think it's about
to accept.
money, you're wrong. Art has to be loved.
The NFL deal is tied to something
Now he can't ever go home again."
called" specific performance," which
Rutigliano is right, and his rightness
means that the NFL must provide a team,
either relocated or expansion. No money brings us back to love: not love and money,
but love and hate. Art Modell, self-made
judgment would be legally acceptable
should they renege. However, the fragile man, perhaps weakened by this battlesanctity of contracts and leases should give perhaps even saddened by it-is reduced to
one pause. The NFL will hold the new a man who overturned all his values in a
lease, not the city; the NFL will decide calculated, wanton act. His perverse stubwhat team to put into the new stadium bornness brought a franchise to ruin. And,
of course, in the fullness of his days, it has
(hello Tampa Bay, Arizona, Seattle,
Cincinnati, et. al); and the terms for the also brought his reputation to ruin. And
new owner are similar to what Modell gets was it all because he felt the people of
Cleveland simply did not love him
in Baltimore. But what if the NFL doesn't
put a team in Cleveland in '99? What if enough?
was uncannily prophetic
Cleveland builds it and they don't come? whenModell
he indicated to Paul Brown that he
So sue them, right?
wanted fans to think of him and not
Should be big fun.
Let Cleveland consider the words of Brown when they thought of the team.
the Raiders' Al Davis: "You lost. You have Indeed, from now on, when people think
no team. Who knows what can happen in of the Cleveland Browns, they will
three years?" When Al Davis speaks on inevitably think of Art Modell. .C.

